ENHANCE STUDENT LEARNING
WITH A MODERN CLASSROOM
Teachers need support to empower all students more effectively
in the classroom
73%
73% of teachers report working
in classrooms with student
reading levels that span four or
more grade levels1

50%

30%

Up to 50% of instructional
time can be lost managing
student needs, including
assistive technology2

30% increase in competency scores
have been reported by US primary
schools that have embraced digitally
enabled learning 3

Modernize the classroom to empower each student
to reach their full learning potential
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Enhance learning outcomes
for every student by
personalizing the classroom
experience

Transform classroom time
with tools that optimize
student and teacher
effectiveness

Enable teachers to engage all of Use tools that help you prepare,
their students and support
teach, assess, track, analyze, and
learning for students with
focus on what's most important:
cognitive or physical disabilities
your students
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Empower students
to learn with
affordable, easy-tomanage technology
Provide streamlined
management of student and
classroom devices on a highly
secure platform

Promote a modern and inclusive learning environment with
a comprehensive cloud solution
Collaborate easily in a single learning
and productivity platform

Empower personalized learning with easyto-use, built-in accessibility tools

• Enhance communication with students,
teachers, and parents

• Use integrated tools to address literacy in
reading, writing, and math

• Empower students to build real-world and
professional skills in the classroom

• Meet a diverse array of needs to help every
student unlock his or her full potential

Easily manage and safeguard student
data with industry-leading security

Use affordable, flexible devices to
improve student learning and outcomes

• Best in class built-in security helps protect
against malware, viruses, phishing and more

• Equip students of all learning styles with the
widest variety of device form factors

• Manage apps and settings on all devices
with a simple, unified web-based console

• Transform learning with Surface devices that
are beloved by teachers and students alike4

1. Primary Sources: America’s Teachers on Teaching in an Era of Change, Scholastic and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2014; 2. Fast
facts; US Department of Education, 2017; 3. Microsoft Teaching and Learning (MTL) Research Project, 2015; 4. The Total Economic Impact™
of Microsoft Surface Pro for Primary and Secondary Education, Forrester Research, Inc., June 2017

Increase engagement and independent learning
for all students

Empower student collaboration and learning with a
variety of accessible device form factors
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• Biology
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Today’s lesson
plan includes
history, geology,
and biology
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Optimize teaching methods and easily personalize learning for each and every student

JESS Dubai
“The students are no longer
working in your traditional way,
there’s a lot more research,
there’s a lot more collaboration.
Students will be leaving JESS not
only equipped with good results
academically, but they’ll be
really equipped in terms of
technology for their future.”
– Jennie Burke, Assistant Head
Teacher

Fresno Unified School
District

River Dell School
District

Middle school students now
“ odds of
have 25% higher
meeting, or exceeding, standards
in Language Arts and Math

“Teachers tell us that they
are more efficient as they
can check student progress
at any time and that the
students are able to
complete their assignments
anytime and anywhere.”
– Marianthe Williams,
Director of Technology

Students collaborated 32% more
with the solution, while teacher
collaboration saw an increase
of 27%

Start modernizing your classroom today – learn more at
aka.ms/LearnMC or engage now at aka.ms/EngageMC

